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ABOUT US

was established in 1982 and has been
EGYPTIAN BRITISH COMPANY

primarily leading the supply of materials

handling, architectural Hardware products,industrial doors and
docking systems in the Egyptian Market. With representing
worldwide trusted and leading brands and working with a target
ahead of facilitating and reaching the best solution for our clients,
we were capable of reaching the optimum, easiest and the safest
way for loading and unloading our client’s products. Egybrit offers
products that best suit the working environment to ensure safety,
reliability and accuracy.
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Industrial doors and
docking system
Hormann
Hörmann - your
competent partner for
industrial doors
Hormann offers a wide
range of Europen
standard products
covering all the major
door types in a great
variety of versions,
Hörmann can offer you
the ideal door solution,
precisely tailored to your
specific needs and
application.
State-of-the-art door and
operator technology from
a single source guarantees
perfect function and
maximum safety.
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Economical, Sturdy and Reliable
Hormann broadest range of products also includes:
- Steel sliding door
- Sliding gates
-Fire doors
Sectional Doors
Highly-Specialized factories develop and manufacture construction
components that are characterized by excellent quality, functional
safety and a long service life.
Sectional doors are the best solution for warehouses requiring a
good thermal insulation.
Rolling Shutters
Thanks to their ingeniously simple construction, with just a few
components, Hörmann rolling shutters are especially economical.
Available in aluminum and steel, Hormann doors prove itself in daily
use again and again. Rolling shutters require hardly any space above
the opening as they form a compact coil behind the lintel. Therefore,
no valuable hall space is lost at the sides or ceiling.

Industrial doors and
docking system
Alpine
Fire Rated Rolling Shutters according to American Standards
Doors provide access control and security protection under normal use and will close automatically
in the event of a fire, serving as a fire wall to contain the spread of fire.
Doors are UL Listed and FM Approved.
Fire Slat Doors manufactured by alpine are commonly used in industrial facilities, educational facilities,
health care facilities, hospitals and airports, warehouses, distribution centers, and/or hotels.
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Industrial doors and
docking system
Crawford
Our Crawford branded docking systems comprise of an extensive range of thoughtfully
conceived products that facilitate smooth, safe and efficient loading and unloading of goods
at door entrances
Our supplied Crawford dock levelers adapt with all levels of trucks in compliance with the
levels of storage area to ensure that the forklifts enter the container in it’s designed position
and complete the loading procedure at the best time saving manner.
Dock shelters and Door seals realize the
advantages of installing dock shelters around
bay openings. Energy saving, improving
working conditions and protecting our clients
goods are only the first steps towards
economic vehicle handling.
Industrial Sectional Doors
Crawford Industrial Doors are manufactured
according to European standards. Crawford
program offers an extensive selection of door
models to be used in several different
environments and meets high quality
standards.
It includes doors for both outside and inside
applications like production plants, waste
handling, warehouses, distribution centers,
airports and car dealers.
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Industrial doors and
docking system
BUTZBACH

Made in Germany – for decades the name Butzbach has stood for quality,
customized solutions and reliability Made in Germany. Our clear
commitment to the production location in Germany and the therewith
associated values mutually stand for the highest quality standards and the
satisfaction level of our staff and customers which are the focus of our company’s
philosophy.
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Materials Handling
Yale

Yale Materials Handling Corporation:
As a leader in materials handling, Yale offers so much more
than the most complete line of lift trucks. All our lift trucks
come with the support of an entire company, our
strategically located dealer network, service technicians
and everything needed to finance and manage your lift
truck fleet.
We have an unrivaled heritage in the design and
manufacture of a wide range of materials handling
equipment, from specialty warehouse equipment to
traditional counterbalanced forklift truck models, powered
by electric, diesel, LPG, CNG or even hydrogen fuel cells.
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Materials Handling
Narrow Aisles
Landoll's goal is to provide
the best solution for your
material handling needs. Bendi
articulating
and
Drexel
SwingMast® Narrow Aisle and Very
Narrow Aisle forklifts can provide that
solution through increased utilization of
space, improved productivity, greater
flexibility and maximized efficiency.
The Bendi articulating and Drexel SwingMast®
trucks don't swing the rear end while stacking so
product and rack damage is minimized during
stacking operations.
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Materials Handling

LANDOLL

Materials Handling
ATLET
Every Atlet truck is developed and produced for a specific
reason: to improve our customers’ profitability. Many of our
trucks are tailor-made for the unique challenges that await
them in material handling operations at companies,
warehouses and industries worldwide.
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Materials Handling
BAUMANN

A Class of its own: Baumann
Side loaders
Baumann Side loaders are
equipped for the toughest
jobs. A robust mast, a state of
the art cabin, and a powerful
drive train allow for high
performance every shift - every
day for years to come.
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Architectural Hardware
Hager

For more than 150 years, high quality door
hardware from the Hager Companies has turned
doors around the world into glorious entrances.
Today, Hager door hardware is the most
specified in the industry. Every one of Hager's
over 5,000 commercial products meet ANSI and
BHMA specifications for the ultimate in product
quality. Our Hager Euro line products comply
with BS-Standards.
Through acquisition and organic growth Hager
has become the only single brand, single
manufacturer to have 9 distinct product
categories under one roof.
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Architectural
Hardware
CISA

CISA access control solutions
make use of electronic control
devices which communicate
with a centralized supervisory
control system.

An access control solution which
combines a local hardwired
non-dedicated network and a
wireless network. The wireless
network is used to communicate
with the locks while the hardwired
network collects information and
sends it to a central control point.

Architectural
Hardware

CISA ESIGNO is the latest addition
to our range of security solutions
designed for the hospitality
industry
and
community
buildings. Its elegant compact
design forms the ultimate fusion of
technology and ease of use, it
requires no wiring through
powered battery and is easy to
install, its ideal when replacing
existing systems and it meets the
needs of all hotels.
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Wooden Doors
Wooden Doors
ALGOMA
Beautiful Wood, Value Conscious
Algoma’s Architectural Doors, the Commercial series uses an alternate construction
technology is available in a limited number of veneer and fire-rating options. Algoma’s
Commercial Doors meet the Window and Door Manufacturers’ (WDMA) Extra Heavy Duty
level and offer Algoma’s “Limited Lifetime” warranty.
These doors are ideal for commercial environments where budgets might dictate
less-expensive options, e.g. retail, office building, lodging, etc. Algoma offers the finest
commercial woods to that meets the expectations of Egyptian Market Demands as fire
rated doors according to UL, STC doors and Lead lined door’s.
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Wooden Doors
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Automated Storage
Systems
HANEL
Since the 1950s the name 'Hänel' has stood for innovative solutions in automated records
and materials handling. Today we are one of the world's leading providers in the industry.
Thanks to the continuous refinement of our products and software, the solutions we offer
today will meet the requirements of tomorrow.

Automated Storage
Systems

Rotomat
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Lean Lift

Rotomat® and Lean-Lift® are high-tech products
for the automated storage technology sector.

Space saved
Conventional storage methods require a lot of
space!
With their compact design and by utilizing
the available room height, Hänel systems offer
maximum storage capacity!
Time saved
Operating conventional storage systems takes
more time, as users need to walk long
distances!
Goods to man is the motto instead of man to
goods.
Hänel storage systems result in substantial
time savings!
Ergonomics
Disadvantage of conventional storage:
Users have to bend, stretch or even climb
ladders to retrieve storage items.

Advantage of the Hänel systems:
The requested part is brought automatically
to the ergonomic retrieval height at the touch
of a button.
Goods protection
Hänel systems protect all parts from dirt,
damage and unauthorized access!
Flexibility
With Hänel storage systems you can expand
or alter your storage capacity at any time
without any problem. The units can even be
combined to span multiple floors and
expanded step by step at a later date to meet
growing needs.
Networking
By networking its intelligent microprocessor
controllers and offering practice-oriented
software solutions, Hänel creates a perfect
logistics system that is precisely tailored to
your requirements!
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Plastic Pallets
Craemer

From light weight to heavy duty loads,
creamer offers extremely versatile and
economical plastic pallets with
excellent price/performance ratio and
unique variety of options.
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Head Office
53 Beirut St., Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt.
Tel.: +20 2 2414 1544
Fax: +20 2 2290 3589
Service Center:
Green Land Center, Unit No. 404
Behind El Obour Market, Obour City
Tel.: +20 2 4610 1169
www.egybrit.com
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